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Abstract

We implement waiting time as a currency in an ultimatum game in an experimental lab-

oratory study. Subjects had to split 60 minutes of waiting time. We analyze bargaining

behavior in varying situations connected to waiting time as well as gain and loss framing.

Different situations that follow waiting time have no influence on bargaining behavior. Re-

garding gain and loss framing, we do not find differences in proposers’ behavior. Responders

show less willingness to wait when the bargaining outcome is framed as a loss compared to

being framed as a gain of time. Displaying less willingness to wait, responders show a higher

propensity to risk a rejection of the proposers’ offers.
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1. Introduction

Time, just like money, is a scarce and highly valued resource that can be wasted and

allocated (Leclerc et al. 1995), but while a loss of money may be recovered, lost time is

irreplaceable. Waiting time, as an ’empty time slot’, is disfavored to time spent on activities

and even found to cause psychological stress (Antonides et al. 2002; Osuna 1985). Thus,

using waiting time as currency in experimental studies offers certain advantages. First, no

windfall gains occur as the experimenter does not endow participants with time (Arkes et al.

1994). Second, individual abilities and endowment can be neglected as every individual has

no more than 24 hours a day and homogenous opportunity costs with respect to waiting

time can be assumed for each individual. Third, unoccupied time, such as waiting time per

se, is assumed to be an instrument for losses in experimental studies, as less waiting time is

better than more waiting time and empty time, by its own nature, is perceived as being a

loss of time.

In contrast to this, money, by its own nature, is perceived to be a gain. It is known

that people vary their behavior depending on whether an outcome is perceived as being

positive (gain) or negative (loss). This so-called ‘framing effect’ was initially described in

the context of prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). In the loss domain, people

tend to display more risk seeking behavior than in the gain domain (Hershey and Schoemaker

1980; Bottom and Studt 1993).

Therefore, it is surprising that no clear difference in behavior regarding risk attitudes

could be found by analyzing choice equality questions and choice situations in the domain of

money compared to in the domain of waiting time (Leclerc et al. 1995; Weber and Milliman

1997; Festjens et al. 2015; Abdellaoui and Kemel 2014). In contrast to this, in the con-

text of decision making under risk, risk seeking behavior was found with waiting time

(Kroll and Vogt 2008; Zushi et al. 2009).

However, in the context of ultimatum bargaining, which is also a situation of decision

making under risk, no differences between proposers’ bargainig behavior over waiting time

(assumed to be perceived as a loss per se) and monetary endowments (assumed to be per-

ceived as a gain per se) were found by Berger et al. (2012) as well as Noussair and Stoop

(2015). These are so far the only two studies, which to our knowledge analyzed waiting
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time as an alternative experimental currency in an ultimatum game (Berger et al. (2012) at

analyzing anonymity conditions and Noussair and Stoop (2015) at analyzing social prefer-

ence experiments’ results). This null finding challenges the assumption of waiting time being

perceived as a loss by its very nature.

The value of an outcome, thus being perceived as a gain or a loss, is found to be related to

a reference point, e.g. an expected outcome (Abdellaoui and Kemel 2014). Studies show that

reference points play a key role in the domain of time as subjects perceive an outcome not

to be a loss when sceduled and expected upfront (Abdellaoui and Kemel 2014; Kumar et al.

1997; Festjens et al. 2015).

This is in line with research on framing effects finding that gain framed actual losses

are perceived as gains (Kühberger et al. 1999). The possibly occuring problem of subjects

having expectations of the experiments’ duration that could influence bargaining behavior

was mentioned and considered by both studies on bargaining over waiting time in ultimatum

games (Berger et al. 2012; Noussair and Stoop 2015). Thus, Berger et al. (2012) announced

a minimum as well as a maximum experiment duration to the participants in the experiment’s

invitation. On the one hand, the announced maximum duration could have been perceived

being a reference point that was taken into account and sceduled upfront by the subjects.

On the other hand, no study yet has focused research on whether the framing effect exists

when bargaining over waiting time in ultimatum games and thus the extra treatment of

durations’ announcements was needed.

As waiting time is assumed to be a loss by its own nature and using waiting time as

currency in economic experiments offers certain advantages being inter alia avoiding windfall

endowments, it is assumed to be a valid instrument for real losses. Therefore, it is necessary

to analyze whether the framing effect exists and if so, in which situations this effect could

lead to waiting time not being perceived as a loss anymore, thus not being a valid instrument

for losses.

We close this research gap by analyzing the influence of framing as our experiment’s main

treatment variable. In the gain frame, the bargaining situation is presented as a possibility

to reduce waiting time, while the loss frame suggests a perceived increase of waiting time

through bargaining.
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Moreover, we extend previous research by implementing the strategy method. Previ-

ous studies have shown that the loss domain has more impact on responders’ behavior

than on proposers’ behavior in ultimatum games with monetary currency. While for pro-

posers, economic experiments’ findings do not only show the difference in behavior between

framings to be weaker than that of responders, findings are moreover twofold. In the loss

frame compared to the gain frame, some studies found proposers to disadvantage responders

(Lusk and Hudson 2010), other studies found proposers to favor responders (Buchan et al.

2005; Baquero et al. 2013; Leliveld et al. 2009) at splitting an endowment. In contrast to

this, responders show a stronger and clearly directed difference in behavior by display-

ing higher demands in the loss frame compared to the gain frame (Buchan et al. 2005;

Baquero et al. 2013). Thus, by implementing the strategy method, we are able to not

only observe proposers’ bargaining behavior, but also identify more detailed information

on responders’ decisions.

Our results regarding the impact of framing show that proposers predominantly offer an

equal split of waiting time in gain as well as loss frame. In contrast to this, responders are

found to have a significantly lower willingness to wait in the loss frame. Thus, responders’

behavior leads to an increased risk of rejection in the domain of losses, which fosters the

interpretation of bargaining over waiting time being influenced by framing, and loss framed

waiting time rather being perceived as a loss than a gain by responders.

Besides analyzing the effect of framing in the domain of waiting time, we compare be-

havior at varying situations that follow after waiting time exceeds. Berger et al. (2012) as

well as Noussair and Stoop (2015), who analyze ultimatum bargaining with waiting time as

currency, allowed their participants to leave the laboratory when waiting time had ended.

By using money as experimental currency, the situation that follows the bargaining out-

come is assumed to not have an influence on bargaining behavior. However, by using waiting

time as experimental currency, some participants could have stronger intentions to leave the

laboratory than others. Thus, by not letting subjects leave the laboratory but allowing them

to freely use their time until the end of the experiment, subjects are assumed to have more

similar attitudes towards the situation after waiting time ends.

Thus, in addition to analyzing the influence of framing, we are the first to focus on
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whether different allowed uses of the available time after waiting time have an impact on

bargaining behavior as well. We implement two conditions that the subjects had to expect

after waiting time. On the one hand, in line with previous papers, subjects could leave the

experimental laboratory after the end of their waiting time, on the other hand they could

freely use the remaining time but had to stay in the laboratory.

Our results show no differences in participants’ bargaining behavior regarding the situa-

tions that follow after waiting time ends.

2. Design and Procedure

Our experiment is based on a standard ultimatum game, in which a proposer offers a

share of an endowment to a responder (Güth et al. 1982). In case the responder accepts

this split, both players receive the suggested respective share; in case of a rejection none

of the players get a share of the endowment. Our design of the treatments basically fol-

lows Berger et al. (2012) and Noussair and Stoop (2015). In this variation of the standard

ultimatum game, instead of money, the proposers distribute 60 minutes of waiting time as

experimental currency. In contrast to Berger et al. (2012) as well as to Noussair and Stoop

(2015), we apply the strategy method to get more detailed information on responders’ pref-

erences. Whereby in our design the responders state their ‘maximum acceptable waiting

time’ (MAWT) before learning the proposers’ suggested split of the 60 minutes. In case a

responder’s MAWT is equal to or higher than ‘the amount of waiting time that was assigned

to him/her by the proposer (OFFER) the suggested split is realized. To implement the

same rejection’s consequence as Berger et al. (2012) and Noussair and Stoop (2015), in case

MAWT is lower than OFFER, both participants have to wait the full 60 minutes.

The situation that follows after waiting time’s impact on bargaining behavior was

analyzed by implementing treatments with varying predefined allowed uses of available time

after waiting.

Subjects, who completed their waiting time either do not need to wait any longer and

are able to spend the available time outside the laboratory (LEAVE), or have to stay in the

experimental laboratory but are allowed to use entertainment devices (mobile phone, Inter-
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net on laboratory computer, or book) for the rest of the experiment’s duration (USE). For

both situations that follow after waiting time, each participant received the same invitation

e-mail asking them to bring entertainment devices to the experiment.

Gain and loss framing was implemented by stating the decision in a way such that

participants perceive the bargaining’s outcome as a reduction (GAIN), respectively increase

(LOSS) of waiting time. Thus, we applied different expected experiment durations via

announcing different maximum respectively minimum experiment durations in the reminder

e-mail to this experiment as well as in the instructions shown and read out loud to the

participants at the beginnning of the experiment.

First, every subject accepted to participate in an experiment that was stated to last 75

minutes. Thus we avoided subjects’ self-selection resulting in different opportunity costs

of waiting time, which would have had occurred by inviting them to experimental sessions

with different durations. No payment was announced in the invitations to avoid setting

an expectation on duration based on the amount of payment. The participants received

an e-mail as a reminder of their registration. For those sessions in which the participants

would be allowed to leave the laboratory after the waiting time, the reminder e-mail and

the experiments’ instructions text stated that the duration of the experiment would be ‘at

least 15 minutes’. For those treatments, that would not allow the participants to leave the

experimental laboratory, the duration of the experiment was affirmed to be 75 minutes. This

way, we prevented the problem with implementing losses through setting different reference

points, one by an expected and thus planned experiment duration of ‘75 minutes’, one by

a much lower expected duration time by fostering a reference dependence at ‘minimum 15

minutes’. Although the described procedure yields a rather weak framing, it was chosen to

avoid any kind of deception.

Overall, we implement a one-shot, between subjects 2x2 design and vary loss versus gain

frame as well as different alternative situations after waiting time (see Table 1). That is,

each participant interacted with one randomly allocated other person and played one game

condition once.

The experiment was conducted in February and April 2016 in the LERN (Laboratory for
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Table 1: 2x2 design; expected treatments’ durations, induced perceived bargaining outcome

Situation that follows waiting time

LEAVE

(leave laboratory after waiting time)

USE

(use time in laboratory after waiting time)

F
ra
m
in
g

LOSS
LEAVE LOSS (minimum 15 min)

Waiting time: might leave later

USE LOSS (exactly 75 min)

60 min entertainment, less because of waiting time

GAIN
LEAVE GAIN (maximum 75 min)

Waiting time: might leave earlier

USE GAIN (exactly 75 min)

60 min waiting time, less when splitting waiting time

Experimental Research Nuremberg) at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany.

A session proceeded in the following way: Subjects were recruited by e-mail via ORSEE

(Greiner 2015). The initial sample consisted of 282 students, 4 of whom were excluded from

the sample.1 Just over half of the sample were female. Participants were mainly undergrad-

uate economics students with an average age of 23.6. No significant differences in control

variables could be found between all treatments.2 After arriving, each participant was ran-

domly assigned to one cubicle, containing one computer terminal. Then the instructions were

read out loud as well as presented on computer screens.3 The experiment was computerized

and conducted with the experimental software z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007).

After making their decisions and before getting to know the outcome of the bargaining

game, we asked subjects to fill out an extensive questionnaire, such that each participant

stayed in the experimental laboratory for 15 minutes before the beginning of the waiting

time. This way, we ensured the minimum duration to be 15 minutes and the maximum

duration of the experiment to be 75 minutes.

Depending on the treatment, subjects were either allowed to leave or were allowed to

1Out of 282 participants, 2 subjects left before the waiting time was over. Therefore, we excluded these

individuals and their bargaining partners from the sample for analysis.
2The four conditions of our 2x2 design consisted of 5 sessions each, with 70, respectively 68 (USE Gain)

participants.
3The instructions, translated from German to English, can be found in the appendix.
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use the entertainment devices they brought with them, use the Internet, or use the available

time to study or read. At the (individual) end of a session, each participant received a fixed

payment of 10 Euros upon leaving the laboratory. Payment was independent of the actual

time stayed in the laboratory.

As framing was found to have more impact on bargaining behavior than an endowment’s

actual valence as positive or negative (Kühberger et al. 1999), we expect waiting time, which

is an actual loss of time, to be perceived differently depending on the frame. In LOSS

we expect waiting time to be perceived as a loss, but in GAIN as a gain,. Thus, in line

with prospect theory’s proposed behavior, we expect to observe more risk seeking behavior

from both proposer and responder in LOSS than in GAIN. More risk seeking behavior is

anticipated by observing proposers to impose more waiting time on responders (Hypothesis

1a), while responders are expected to state a lower maximum acceptable waiting time in loss

than in gain frame (Hypothesis 1b).

Time is assumed to be evaluated differently depending on spending it inside or outside

the laboratory. Although the participants could bring entertainment devices, we expect that

they feel more restricted using time inside the laboratory compared to using time outside

the laboratory. Therefore, we assume that participants have a stronger preference to leave

the laboratory earlier than planned as they have the wish to be able to freely use their time

until the end of the experiment’s duration. Thus, we expect to observe responders to have a

lower maximum acceptable waiting time and proposers to implement more waiting time on

proposers in LEAVE than in USE (Hypothesis 2).

3. Results

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for our main variables. These variables are the

proposers’ offered share of the 60 minutes waiting time that is assigned to the responders

(OFFER), and the responders’ stated maximum acceptable waiting time (MAWT).

Result 1a) Proposers’ bargaining behavior is not influenced by framing
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Table 2: Mean OFFER and mean MAWT over all treatments as well as for each treatment separately,

standard deviations in brackets; n=278

All treatments USE GAIN USE LOSS LEAVE GAIN LEAVE LOSS

Mean OFFER
31.42

(4.26)

31.59

(4.26)

30.49

(3.53)

31.77

(4.55)

31.83

(4.65)

Mean MAWT
36.41

(9.09)

36.91

(9.27)

35.83

(10.10)

38.54

(9.62)

34.37

(6.94)

Regarding OFFER, two-sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U tests show no significant dif-

ference between GAIN and LOSS treatment for every as well as over both situations that

follow waiting time (p=0.3851 (USE), p=0.8010 (LEAVE), p=0.4157 (USE&LEAVE)). In

addition, the effect of this difference was calculated using standardized mean difference effect

size statistics, which show a negligible (0.0) to small (0.2) practical effect of the influence of

framing on proposers’ behavior.4

Thus, we found that proposers’ behavior in the domain of loss framed waiting time is not

significantly or practically different from the one in the domain of gain framed waiting time,

which is in line with findings from Berger et al. (2012) and Noussair and Stoop (2015), who

found no difference in behavior of proposers bargaining over a gain (money) compared to a

loss (waiting time).

Result 1b) Responders’ bargaining behavior is influenced by framing

Analyzing responders’ behavior, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test shows a significant

difference between the responders’ MAWT for framing over both situations that follow wait-

ing time (p=0.0321 (USE&LEAVE) as well as for comparing LEAVE GAIN to LEAVE LOSS

(p=0.0250). However, no significant difference in responders’ behavior was shown comparing

4The treatment effects were analyzed by calculating the effect sizes Cohen’s d (Cohen 1988), Hedges’g

(Hedges 1982), and the robust effect size dR (Algina et al. 2005). The corresponding confidence intervals

around the effect sizes were calculated based on the percentil-bootstrap method (Efron 1979).
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USE GAIN to USE LOSS (p=0.3886).5 A possible explanation could be that framing in USE

treatments was perceived as being slightly weaker than framing in the LEAVE treatments,

but it also raises concerns on whether the result of the analysis for LEAVE is a type 1 error.

Therefore, effect sizes were calculated using standardized mean difference effect size statis-

tics. These effect sizes state an effect of 0.5, which displays the difference of MAWT between

both frames to be of medium size in LEAVE, independent of significance levels. More-

over, 95%-confidence intervals around the effect sizes, calculated via the percentil-bootstrap

method, foster the interpretation that the actual size of the effect is non-negligible by not

including zero. Therefore, framing is found to have an influence on responders’ bargaining

behavior in ultimatum games with waiting time as currency.

Accordingly, in line with studies analyzing the influence of framing in ultimatum games

with monetary currency in strategy method (Buchan et al. 2005; Baquero et al. 2013), our

results show that responders are more sensitive to framing than proposers.

Result 2) The situation that follows after waiting time does not influence participants’

bargaining behavior

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U tests show no significant differences in bargaining behavior

comparing the situations that follow waiting time, thus USE and LEAVE treatments, neither

regarding OFFER, thus proposers’ behavior, nor MAWT, thus responders’ behavior.6

A 2x2 ANOVA analysis also showed no significant interaction effect between framing and

situation that follows waiting time.7 Thus, the relationship between framing and OFFER,

respectively MAWT does not depend on the situation that follows waiting time.

5As a high frequence of equal splits was observed, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U tests were also performed

with excluding those participants that stated an equal split (for OFFER or MAWT). Test outcomes did not

change.
6p-values of two-sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U tests for OFFER: p=0.53 (GAIN), p=0.2925 (LOSS);

for MAWT: p=0.3886 (GAIN), p=0.7523 (LOSS).
7p-values of a 2x2 ANOVA analysis on interaction effects between framing and situation that follows

waiting time for OFFER: p=0.4250; for MAWT: p=0.3169.
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4. Discussion

As no difference in responders’ or proposers’ behavior for the situations that follow waiting

time could be found, no straightforward recommendation can be provided on which situation

to implement. However, as allowing participants to leave the laboratory seems to be the

simpler method, some concerns have to be stated. First, it is to say that LEAVE showed to

lead to slightly higher heterogeneity compared to USE for OFFER, as well as for MAWT

(displayed by higher standard deviations, see table 2). Second, it has to be remarked that

LEAVE is not necessarily a cheaper method than USE as payment should stay the same

for all participants so that no incentives other than bargaining over waiting time have an

influence on bargaining behavior. Moreover, it has to be noted that this study’s design does

not allow to draw conclusions comparing subjects’ behavior in the domain of money to the

domain of waiting time in ultimatum games other than by comparing general behavior, as

its main aim is to analyze framing effects in the domain of waiting time.

Subsequently, this study is the first to show that in an ultimatum game over waiting time

even a rather weak gain and loss framing has an influence on especially responders’ behavior.

A lower stated MAWT not only displays a stronger preference for a fairer distribution of

waiting time, but also shows a higher willingness to take the risk of rejecting the OFFER

and thus accepting a higher risk of having to wait the full 60 minutes. Accordingly, the

significant lower MAWT stated in the loss compared to the gain framed situation (p=0.01268,

one-sided) is in line with prospect theory by showing a more risk seeking behavior in loss

framed situations than in gain framed situations.8 In contrast to this, when the experiment’s

maximum duration was announced and thus expected upfront, risk seeking behavior was not

observable.

Therefore, these new findings on responders’ behavior suggest waiting time to be rather

perceived as a loss than a gain in loss framed situations and as a gain in gain framed

situations, which is in line with findings of Kühberger et al. (1999).

Thus, this study is the first to propose a possible explanation for previous studies’ finding

8Subjects’ general risk attitudes were measured in the questionnaire via self-assessment. No significant

correlation between stated OFFER, respectively stated MAWT and general risk attitude was found.
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that proposers’ bargaining behavior over waiting time in ultimatum games is similar to

bargaining behavior in ultimatum games with monetary currency.

Framing works for responders in the domain of waiting time.

In addition to this, we suggest waiting time outside a gain framed situation to be a

valid instrument for losses in experimental studies, as it offers the advantages of no occuring

windfall gains, every individual having no more than 24 hours a day and that waiting time

is assumed to be perceived as a loss of time by its own nature.
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